
IN PRAISE OF SHADOWS ESSAY

In Praise of Shadows is an essay on Japanese aesthetics by the Japanese author and novelist Jun'ichirÅ• Tanizaki. It
was translated into English by the.

The significance of the essay, In Praise of Shadows, is to address not only the concept of contrasting
traditional Eastern views with modern Western views, but also the ideas of light and darkness and how they
contribute to the experience of a surrounding space. One can appreciate the light because there is so much
dark. In conversation, too, we prefer the soft voice, the understatement. And so the room is devoid of shadows.
Almost every householder has had to scold an insensitive maid who has polished away the tarnish so patiently
waited for. And then he adds the famous - to some, the infamous - words that inspired the "Decadent"
movement of the late 19th century: "To burn always with this hard, gem-like flame, to maintain this ecstasy, is
success in life. Although Tanizaki is writing at a time when a new wave of polymers was sweeping the
industrialized West, he paints a subtler and more important contrast than that between the Western cult of
synthetics and the Japanese preference for organic materials. Like its subject, In Praise of Shadows derives its
splendor from smallness and subtlety, distilling centuries of wisdom and bridging thousands of miles of
cultural divide in an essay-length miracle of a book. If light is scarce then light is scarce; we will immerse
ourselves in the darkness and there discover its own particular beauty. But the progressive Westerner is
determined always to better his lot. This elegant osmosis of art and shadow, he argues, is to be found not only
in what materials are used, but in how they are being used: Wood finished in glistening black lacquer is the
very best; but even unfinished wood, as it darkens and the grain grows more subtle with the years, acquires an
inexplicable power to calm and sooth. No fee was paid by the author for this review. At the heart of this
philosophy is a fundamental cultural polarity. Although his aesthetic is associated with a cultural perspective
markedly different from western varieties, there is nevertheless something essentially familiar about it. Our
forebears, making poetry of everything in their lives, transformed what by rights should be the most unsanitary
room in the house into a place of unsurpassed elegance, replete with fond associations with the beautifies of
nature. This mysterious mesmerism of well-placed darkness is especially vital in the culinary experience: It
has been said of Japanese food that it is a cuisine to be looked at rather than eaten. It takes me hundreds of
hours a month to research and compose, and thousands of dollars to sustain. To consider where there should
be light within a space, an architect must never forget the places of darkness and their own appeal for the
person encountering the space. Many decades later, it is now believed that another invention â€” glass â€” is
what planted the seed for the innovation gap between East and West. In Praise of Shadows features musings
on Japanese cuisine, lacquerware, the Noh and Kabuki theater, and the changing standards of Japanese female
beauty, including the curious bygone practice of women blackening their teeth. Copy URL. For Tanizaki,
Western culture represents light or enlightenment. Tanizaki said that when yokan is served in a lacquer dish,
inside the dark recesses of which its colour is scarcely distinguishable, it assumes the status of a votary object.
Though Tanizaki was only in his late forties when In Praise of Shadows was written, his tone is generally that
of a man wary of modern progress. The interiors became a part of her Lowrey 3 appearance. When recorded,
or amplified by a loudspeaker, the greater part of its charm is lost. Tanizaki believes this connection with the
Japanese and shadows began in the creation of its architecture. And surely there could be no better place to
savor this pleasure than a Japanese toilet where, surrounded by tranquil walls and finely grained wood, one
looks upon blue skies and green leavesâ€¦ There are certain prerequisites: a degree of dimness, absolute
cleanliness, and quiet so complete that one can hear the hum of a mosquitoâ€¦ Here, I suspect, is where haiku
poets over the ages have come by a great many of their ideas. I would call back at least for literature this world
of shadows we are losing. The darkness is beautiful but the one light element is able to distinguish itself and
stand out. Nowhere, Tanizaki argues, is this vice of ravenous radiance more evident than in the most intimate
of rooms. Tanizaki sees that his appreciation of a more simple and inconspicuous time, when the obvious was
not the only thing that mattered, is dying in modern Japanese culture. Monthly donation. One of the most
enchanting celebrations of shadows is manifested in the Japanese relationship with materials. Tanizaki forms
the foundation of his argument on the overarching theme of light and dark. And yet we forget that the darkness
they cast evidences the light â€” palpable proof without which we might not appreciate or even notice the
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radiance itself.


